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In order to improve the accuracy and reasonableness of using English corpus for translation, a method of using English corpus to
perform translation tasks based on fuzzy semantic optimal solution intelligent selection and inspired computing for wireless
networks is proposed. The information extraction model using English corpus for translation is constructed, and the fuzzy
semantic keyword feature directivity model of English corpus translation is established. Fuzzy semantic ontology feature
registration method is used to calculate the fuzzy semantic intelligence optimal solution vector in English translation. The
semantic fuzzy feature matching and adaptive subject word registration are realized in English translation. The fuzzy link
relation of semantic ontology is established, and the fuzzy semantic optimal solution is obtained. The accuracy of machine
translation in English corpus is improved. The experimental results show that the fuzzy semantic optimal solution has better
registration performance and the feature matching degree of the subject words is higher, which improves the reasonableness and
accuracy of translation in English corpus. At the same time, it provides a new idea for intelligent computation and recognition
of wireless network.

1. Introduction
With the development of intelligent translation technology,
machine translation is used to translate English, gradually
replacing manual translation, and the accuracy of translation
is improved. In the process of English translation with
machine software, semantic recognition and feature analysis
are needed, and the semantic information of English context
and text is extracted by machine intelligent recognition
method, and English information model is constructed.
Combining fuzzy semantic recognition technology improves
the intelligent level of English translation [1]. When using
English corpus to do translation work, the causes of English
translation usability problems are usually attributed to technical and content aspects, and the fuzzy semantic optimal
solution method is adopted. The rational organization and
content creation of English translation from the semantic
point of view reﬂects the subjectivity of the originator and
improves the level of intelligence and automation of English

translation [2]. The use of algorithms can increase the overall
analysis of the data; it has great signiﬁcance to study the intelligent selection model of fuzzy semantic optimal solution in
English corpus translation.
The accuracy and adaptability of machine translation
have become an important subject in the future translation
software research. The optimization problem of machine
translation is based on semantic selection and feature extraction. By extracting the semantic information features of the
English context, we combine intelligent analysis and semantic information retrieval technology, realizing ontology
mapping and adaptive concomitant tracking of semantic
information, combining pattern recognition method to realize English intelligent translation, studying fuzzy semantic
selection technology in English semantic machine translation, and optimizing the design of machine translation software [3]. It is important to improve translation accuracy
and artiﬁcial intelligence. The traditional methods include
theme tree feature matching method, support vector
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machine algorithm, and particle swarm optimization
method.
Independent extraction of emotional words and evaluation objects ignores the relationship between emotional
words and evaluation objects. Therefore, many researchers
conduct joint recognition of emotional words and evaluation
objects in emotional analysis. Inspired computing for wireless networks is the new emerging algorithm that can deal
with the above problem.
In order to improve the accuracy of translation, the
linguistic evaluation set model and feature combination
matching for semantic features in English translation are
constructed. Some research results have been obtained, but
the traditional methods have some problems, such as the
poor ability of context interference suppression and coupling
interference. To solve this problem, this paper proposes an
information extraction model based on fuzzy semantic optimal solution, which uses English corpora to perform translation operations, and constructs an information extraction
model based on fuzzy semantic optimal solution [4]. A fuzzy
semantic keyword directivity model of English corpus translation is established, and the fuzzy semantic ontology feature
registration method is used to calculate the fuzzy semantic
intelligence optimal solution vector in English translation.
In English translation, semantic fuzzy feature matching and
adaptive subject word registration are realized. The fuzzy link
relation of semantic ontology is established, the fuzzy semantic optimal solution is calculated, and the accuracy of
machine translation in English corpus is improved. The
performance of this method in improving the accuracy of
English machine translation is demonstrated [5].
The contributions of the paper can be summarized as
follows:
(1) The semantic fuzzy feature matching and adaptive
subject word registration are realized in English
translation. The semantic fuzzy feature can improve
the accuracy of translation eﬀectively
(2) Inspired computing for wireless networks is used to
deal with the problem that emotional words and evaluation objects ignores the relationship between emotional words and evaluation objects
(3) The fuzzy link relation of semantic ontology is established to provide the more ﬂexibility of translation
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
discusses semantic feature selection and information extraction in translation, followed by the intelligent selection and
implementation of fuzzy semantic optimal solution designed
in Section 3. Section 4 shows the simulation experimental
results, and Section 5 concludes the paper with summary
and future research directions.

translation adaptive following optimization in English
semantic machine translation, a fuzzy semantic ontology
mapping model is constructed. The fuzzy semantic ontology
mapping method is used to ﬁlter semantic features of English
machine translation, semantic analysis and module extraction of machine English translation are carried out, and
semantic mapping relationship structure is set up. In the
semantic mapping module, binary semantic judgment and
grammar analysis and correction of English translation are
carried out, and the process of fuzzy semantic ontology mapping in English machine translation is obtained. The semantic ontology model of English translation is constructed by
using NLP technology [6], and a shared conceptual model
for translation operations using English corpus is obtained.
First, consider the ontology fragments of two sets of English
translation instance set shown in Figure 1.
Taking Figure 1 as an example, using English corpus for
natural language processing, the English word “image” can
represent a picture, the synonyms “image” and “picture”
have fuzzy feature matching and adaptive subject word registration. The possible semantic ontology fuzzy link relation
between synonyms and semantic information in English
translation is described as
θ : S → S × ½−0:5, 0:5,

ð1Þ

θðsi Þ = ðsi , 0Þ, si ∈ S:

ð2Þ

If sk ∈ S is a phrase using English corpus for translation,
the semantic compatibility mapping is expressed in the form
of M : C ∗ C ′ → ð!⊆ ÞC s binary semantic mapping, and the
semantic ontology fuzzy link relation is established in the
ontology model, to solve the problem of fuzzy feature matching and adaptive subject word registration for natural language of similar words between concepts [7].
Two conceptual semantic constraint coeﬃcients β ∈ ½0,
T, S is Mountain nodes, T is the set of semantic information
analysis and evaluation. Then, the structural knowledge
point β in the ontology fragment can be represented by the
following function Δ:
Δ : ½0, T  → S × ½−0:5, 0:5Þ:

ð3Þ

The binary semantic information of natural languages
using English corpus for translation is
(
ΔðβÞ =

sk , K = roundðβÞ,
ak = β − k, ak ∈ ½−0:5, 0:5Þ:

ð4Þ

2. Semantic Feature Selection and Information
Extraction in Translation

In Figure 1, the two labels of “"Mountain” node on the left
side of the natural language processing of English corpus are
used to process and analyze the context of natural language
using the generalized relation between concepts (is-lessthan). The level of intelligence in machine language translation is improved.

2.1. Information Extraction of English Corpus for Translation
Assignments. In order to realize fuzzy semantic selection and

2.2. Analysis of Semantic Ontology Mapping Model for
Translation with English Corpus. On the basis of the natural
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Figure 1: Ontology fragment of two sets of English translation instances.
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Figure 2: Fuzzy semantic keyword feature directivity model.

language processing of English corpus, the semantic ontology
model of English corpus translation is constructed, and the
binary semantic information analysis method is adopted. It
is obtained that the fuzzy link relation of semantic ontology
translated by machine English is an “is-less than” relationship [8]. The fuzzy evaluation of the object (or object, criterion) between concepts of diﬀerent ontology is carried out,
and the symbol set of maximum semantic relevance value
in domain knowledge is analyzed, ak ∈ ½−0:5, 0:5Þ. In the simple semantic unit, there are attributive modiﬁers in English
translation:
Δ−1 : S × ½−0:5, 0:5Þ → ½0, T :

ð5Þ

The approximate words are identiﬁed under the simple
semantic unit, assuming that ðsk , ak Þ and ðsl , al Þ are two
binary semantics. In the translation of English corpus, the
attributive clauses are assigned to the main sentence. When
selecting the scope of clauses, a syntactic ontology mapping
model for binary semantics is described as
(1) if k < l, then ðsk , ak Þ < ðsl , al Þ.
(2) if k = l, ① ak = al , then ðsk , ak Þ = ðsl , al Þ; ② ak < al ,
then ðsk , ak Þ < ðsl , al Þ; and ③ ak > al , then ðsk , ak Þ < ð
sl , a l Þ

3. Intelligent Selection and Implementation of
Fuzzy Semantic Optimal Solution
3.1. Fuzzy Semantic Intelligence Optimal Solution Vector
Computation in English Translation. On the basis of constructing the semantic model of English corpus for translation and processing of natural language information
extraction, this paper improves the design of intelligent selection method of fuzzy semantic optimal solution and
improves the use of English corpus. At the level of intelligence in translation [9], a fuzzy semantic keyword directivity
model using English corpus is established, which is shown in
Figure 2.

In Figure 2, a fuzzy semantic keyword directivity model
using English corpus for translation is established. The fuzzy
semantic ontology feature registration method is used to calculate the fuzzy semantic intelligence optimal solution vector
of English translation [10]. If the semantic binary groups
ðsk , ak Þ and ðsl , al Þ of each subject list are English translation
information of any directly superior word, the Euclidean
distance for each subvector is as follows:


dððsk , ak Þ, ðsl , al ÞÞ = Δ ∣Δ−1 ðsk , ak Þ − Δ−1 ðsl , al Þ ∣ :

ð6Þ

The binary semantic information in the English corpus
translation software is deﬁned as the average reliability factor
of English adverb translation based on the ontology fragment
search engine in the English translation software:
!
n

1 −1 
ðs, aÞ = φ1 ððs1 , a1 Þ, ðs2 , a2 Þ, ⋯, ðsn , an ÞÞ = Δ 〠 Δ s j , a j :
j=1 n
ð7Þ
By searching the vector space, the fuzzy semantic intelligence optimal solution vector of each word segment vector is
deﬁned as
n




1
_ 〠 ξi + ξ∗i ,
min w, ξ, ξ∗ = X_ kwk2 + YC
2
i=1
8
T
y − w ΦðxÞ − b ≤ ε + ξ∗i ,
>
>
< i
s:t:H i ðz Þ −yi + wT ΦðxÞ + b ≤ ε + ξi ,
>
>
: ∗
ξi , ξi ≥ 0,

ð8Þ

According to the result of fuzzy semantic intelligent optimal solution vector [11], the semantic fuzzy feature matching
and adaptive subject word registration are realized in English
translation, and the fuzzy link relation of semantic ontology
is established [12].
3.2. Intelligent Selection Calculation of Fuzzy Semantic
Optimal Solution. On the basis of calculating the optimal
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solution vector of fuzzy semantic intelligence, the fuzzy
semantic optimal solution intelligence is selected in the process of ontology mapping, and the fuzzy link relation of
semantic ontology is established. The fuzzy semantic optimal
solution is calculated and improved in the process of ontology mapping. The accuracy of machine translation in English
corpus [13] is obtained. According to the fuzzy semantic keyword directivity model based on the English corpus, the optimal matching search of the subject word semantics in the
English translation process is carried out, and the circular
stack control search method is adopted. Fuzzy semantic
matching control is performed. The schematic diagram of
semantic registration search in English translation is shown
in Figure 3.
According to the semantic search process of English
machine translation given in Figure 3, this paper calculates
the similarity of the comprehensive weight of document in
English translation [14]. Let fðs1 , a1 Þ, ðs2 , a2 Þ, ⋯, ðsn , an Þg
be a set of binary semantic information, ωj ∈ ½0, 1, and let f
ðs1 , a1 Þ, ðs2 , a2 Þ, ⋯, ðsn , an Þg be two words to be compared.
The binary semantic weighted arithmetic average operator
φ2 is deﬁned as


 


ðs, aÞ = φ2 ðs1 , a1 Þ, ω1 , a1 ′ , ðs2 , a2 Þ, ω2 , a2 ′ , ⋯,ððsn , an Þ,


ωn , an ′




 
1
!
∑nj=1 Δ−1 ω j , a j ′ Δ−1 s j , a j
∑nj=1 β j β j ′
A=Δ


= Δ@
,
∑nj β j ′
∑nj=1 Δ−1 ω j , a j ′
0

ð9Þ
where ∑nj=1 ω j = 1, s ∈ S, a ∈ ½−0:5, 0:5.
In English translation, some commonly used phrases are
divided into several words. Because of the recognition of
common words and the accuracy control of translation, in
the course of using English corpus for translation [15], the
common words are used as vague words. The semantic center
vector CðYÞ of word Y is calculated according to the position
of words in the text. The similarity of X, Y in English translation is [16]
SimðX, Y Þ = CosðX, Y Þ =

C ðX Þ ⋅ C ðY Þ
,
C
j ðX Þ j ⋅ j C ð Y Þ j

ð10Þ

The center vector C ðXÞ of the semantic fuzzy concept set
R ðXÞ before and after the translation of the English corpus is
used. The probability density of the joint feature of the reliable translation of the two words is expressed as follows [17]:
C ðX Þ =

1 n vi
:
〠
n i=1 jvi j

ð11Þ

According to the speciﬁc context of the words in the text,
every vector is modiﬁed by the method of semantic mapping
before and after the text, and the binary semantic correlation
operators in the subject list are normalized to improve the
reasonableness of English translation and to realize English
translation [18]. The semantic fuzzy feature matching and

Figure 3: Schematic diagram of semantic registration search for
English translation.
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Figure 4: Semantic optimal implementation of translation using
English corpus.

the adaptive subject word registration of the text before and
after translation are analyzed. Then, by comparing the simple
string, it is analyzed whether the selection result of the optimal solution of fuzzy semantics satisﬁes the optimal semantic
relevance degree, and if so, the adjustment coeﬃcient
advances. The integrity and reasonableness of line translation
are contrasted, the adjustment coeﬃcient is compared and
calculated, and the feature words extracted from the text
are converted into the information table of the subject words
recognized by the semantic text, and the machine language
translation is carried out until the optimal translation is satisﬁed. As a result, the implementation ﬂow of the algorithm
is shown in Figure 4 [19].

4. Experimental Test Analysis
4.1. Accuracy Veriﬁcation of Conventional Sentence
Translation. Finally, the experiment analysis is carried out
in the MATLAB simulation environment, and the performance of using the English corpus to model the veracity
and rationality of translation is analyzed through the intelligent selection of fuzzy semantic optimal solution [20].
In the experiment, the standard metric index is adopted.
The recall rate of semantic information and the feature
matching degree of the subject words are measured. Through
comprehensive decision making, ten ontological examples
are used for English machine translation, and the English
corpus for translation under diﬀerent thresholds is obtained.
The feature matching degree is shown in Figure 5. In order to
compare the performance, diﬀerent methods are used to
obtain the information recall rate of English corpus translation. The result is shown in Figure 6.
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The simulation results show that this method has better
semantic matching performance in the use of English corpus
and adjusts the integrity and rationality of the translation by
adjusting the threshold coeﬃcient to improve the accuracy of
English translation. It shows that English translation has a
strong ability of context mapping and high overall quality
of translation.
4.2. Joint Recognition of Emotional Words and Evaluation
Objects. At present, the existing work is generally divided into
the supervised learning method and unsupervised learning
method. Most of the methods are to identify emotional words
(or evaluation objects) ﬁrst, and then to identify evaluation
objects (or emotional words) according to emotional or
semantic relations. In this paper, a fuzzy semantic machine
translation model is used to identify emotional words and
evaluation objects as a joint recognition task. Meanwhile,
emotional words and evaluation objects are extracted and
their emotional relationships are obtained. In addition to
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Figure 8: The comparisons of the results of ﬁve experiments on a
restaurant.

emotional relationships, the characteristics of words themselves in text corpus, such as word frequency, word distribution ratio, and domain dependence of words, will have an
important impact on identifying emotional words and evaluating objects. The simulation results are shown in Figure 7.
The method proposed in this paper has been tested on
four datasets. At the same time, experiments have been carried out with Liu’s method, IDR, EDR, and IEDR. Figures 8
and 9 are the results of experiments and comparison experiments in catering reviews and hotel reviews, respectively. In
the table, “Our” is the experimental method; Liu is the experimental method of article; IDR, EDR, and IEDR are the three
articles.
As we can see from the Figure 8, the method proposed in
this paper is applied to catering reviews. The recall rate is the
same as Liu’s method, and the accuracy and F value are
slightly higher than Liu’s experimental method. The results
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Figure 9: The comparisons of the results of ﬁve experiments on
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of the experiment using the method in this paper are far
higher than those in the article.
As can be seen from Figure 9, the method of extracting
evaluation objects proposed in this paper is applied to hotel
reviews, and its accuracy, recall rate, and F value are greater
than those of the baseline experimental method.

5. Conclusions
In this paper, a method of using English corpus to perform
translation tasks based on fuzzy semantic optimal solution
intelligent selection is proposed. The information extraction
model using English corpus for translation is constructed,
and the fuzzy semantic keyword feature directivity model of
English corpus translation is established. Fuzzy semantic
ontology feature registration method is used to calculate the
fuzzy semantic intelligence optimal solution vector in English
translation. The semantic fuzzy feature matching and
adaptive subject word registration are realized in English
translation. The fuzzy link relation of semantic ontology
is established and the fuzzy semantic optimal solution is
obtained. The accuracy of machine translation in English
corpus is improved. The experimental results show that the
fuzzy semantic optimal solution has better registration performance and the feature matching degree of the subject
words is higher, which improves the reasonableness and
accuracy of translation in English corpus. This method has
a good application value in the machine translation algorithm design.
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